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Desert News featured the
MAP Project in a recent article.
Kennecott Utah Copper is in the
process of building a new plant
that will produce 10 percent of the
world’s molybdenum, a valuable
metal that goes by the nickname
“molly”. This additive is used to
help steel become stronger. In
order to process these metals,
Kennecott began the MAP
(Molybdenum Autoclave Processing) project in 2010. When this project is completed it will
allow Kennecott to produce the metals as a final product instead of shipping raw concentrates
to other companies for final processing, a feat that Kennecott has not been able to do before.
Mountain Crane has been involved
with this project by providing crane
and rigging support for numerous
contractors on site. Several pipelines
have been built off site, hauled to the
project site, and set into place
utilizing our Grove GMK 275 Ton
and Liebherr LTM 200 ton all terrain
cranes. Crawler cranes and rough
terrain cranes have also been utilized
for this project.
Mountain Crane’s engineering team
has been crucial to this project by
providing the necessary lift plans
and drawings to accomplish these
difficult lifts.

Operating Engineers Award
Operating Engineers Local Union 3 recently recognized
Mountain Crane Service as the 2011 Employer of the Year.
Parker Chapman a recent graduate of the apprentice program
was named Apprentice of the Year. Mountain Crane is a strong
supporter of Local 3 and appreciates opportunities given to
employees through their organization.
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John Carter Movie Event
Mountain Crane would like to thank everyone who came to the
special screening of John Carter. It was an enjoyable afternoon spent
with customers, employees and their families and friends. Mountain
Crane was especially excited to be joined by our newsletter winners
and hopes they will keep entering future giveaways.

Before the movie there was a presentation highlighting Mountain Crane which will be featured on our homepage. If you missed
it or want to see it again go to http://www.mountaincrane.com/.
For those who were present at the John Carter movie, Mountain Crane would love to hear your feedback about the event and
what you’d like to see in future screenings. Feel free to email your comments to info@mountaincrane.com.

Employee Spotlight
Russ Jumps has worked as one of Mountain Crane’s master
mechanics for three years. He can often be found servicing
equipment in the Midwestern U.S. He found his way into the crane
industry by wanting to advance his skills. His favorite part about his
job is being recognized and rewarded for doing a good job.
Russ is originally from St. Joseph, Missouri. He has two little boys,
ages 9 and 13, who he enjoys visiting anytime he goes back home.
In his spare time, Russ likes to see what he can do with cars and
motorcycles.
The picture on the right is Russ’s service truck that he has fully
equipped to do his work. He takes excellent care of his truck
(and our equipment) and always does a great job for Mountain
Crane wherever he goes.

Jazz Ticket Winners
Congratulations to Ron Zierman with Elkhorn Construction, Brannon Burton
with Sunroc, Annette Sexton with United Team Mechanical, Scott Rowley with
Utah Fabrication and Bud Shumway with Wadsworth for winning sets of four
tickets to Mountain Crane’s Jazz Suite! We look forward to seeing you there!

Mountain Crane Service provides a variety of services across the

Utah’s Largest Crane Fleet

Intermountain West including plant shutdowns, steel, pre-cast panels,
heating and cooling units, transformers, pools and hot tubs, demolition,
windmills, and bridge girders, to name a few.
Heavy Haul service is also available.
Mountain Crane Service employees receive continual training through
Operating Engineers Local 3 and have their CCO Certification.
Check out our website at www.mountaincrane.com for more information.

Giveaway: Jazz Tickets
Mountain Crane is excited to give away 4 tickets
to a Utah Jazz basketball game. The winner will join
Mountain Crane for a game of their choice in
Mountain Crane’s Jazz Suite with prime seating
for the game and delicious food to enjoy. Last home
game of the season is April 26 so don’t miss out!
More than one winner will be selected!

Enter to win

Load charts for each of our cranes are available
online at www.mountaincrane.com/fleet.

